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Concurrent Programming is Hard!
¢

Classic categories of bugs in concurrent programs:
§ Races: outcome depends on arbitrary scheduling decisions elsewhere
in the system; often inconsistent results across runs, and/or incorrect
data
§ Deadlock: incorrect resource allocation prevents forward progress in
system as a whole
§ Starvation / Fairness: external events and/or system scheduling
decisions prevent progress for some task(s)

¢

¢

Achieving correct and fast concurrent code still a very active
area of Computer Systems research (particularly for multicore machines)!
In 0019, we aim to offer a broad introduction:
§ Threads: concepts and primitives in C on UNIX/Linux
§ Memory system behavior of multi-core machines, why synchronization
needed
§ Canonical synchronization primitives and their use in C
§ Some details of x86-64 behavior under concurrent memory accesses
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Threads: Concepts
¢

OS provides abstractions to processes that allow them to
access hardware safely
§ e.g., file descriptors allow access to files on disk; VM abstracts

physical memory and isolates processes from one another, &c.

¢

A thread is the abstraction for a CPU:
§ Notion of current point in program (PC)
§ Notion of CPU state (e.g., current register values)
§ Unprivileged, for user programs (e.g., can’t directly change parts of
CPU state that affect kernel execution, or VM mappings)

¢

¢

¢

A single machine may feature multiple hardware CPUs
(cores) that share main memory
A single process may include multiple threads that share
main memory
A process may include more threads than the machine
hardware; the OS schedules threads on cores
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Traditional View of a Process
¢

Process = process context + code, data, and stack
Process context
Program context:
Data registers
Condition codes
Stack pointer (SP)
Program counter (PC)
Kernel context:
VM structures
Descriptor table
brk pointer

Code, data, and stack
Stack

SP

Shared libraries
brk

Run-time heap
Read/write data
Read-only code/data

PC
0
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Alternate View of a Process
¢

Process = thread + code, data, and kernel context
Thread (main thread)

Code, data, and kernel context
Shared libraries

SP

Stack
Thread context:
Data registers
Condition codes
Stack pointer (SP)
Program counter (PC)

brk

Run-time heap
Read/write data
Read-only code/data

PC
0

Kernel context:
VM structures
Descriptor table
brk pointer
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A Process With Multiple Threads
¢

Multiple threads can be associated with a process
§ Each thread has its own logical control flow
§ Each thread shares the same code, data, and kernel context
§ Each thread has its own stack for local variables
but not protected from other threads
§ Each thread has its own thread id (TID)
§

Thread 1 (main thread) Thread 2 (peer thread)
stack 1
Thread 1 context:

Data registers
Condition codes
SP1
PC1

Shared code and data
shared libraries

stack 2

run-time heap
read/write data
read-only code/data

Thread 2 context:

Data registers
Condition codes
SP2
PC2

0

Kernel context:

VM structures
Descriptor table
brk pointer
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Logical View of Threads
¢

Threads associated with process form a pool of peers
§ Unlike processes which form a tree hierarchy
Threads associated with process foo

Process hierarchy
P0

T2

T4

T1

P1

shared code, data
and kernel context
sh
T5

T3

sh

sh

foo
bar
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Concurrent Thread Execution
¢

Single Core
Processor

¢

Multi-Core Processor
§ Can have true parallelism

§ Simulate parallelism by
time slicing
Thread A

Thread B

Thread A

Thread C

Thread B

Thread C

Time

Run 3 threads on 2 cores
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Threads vs. Processes
¢

How threads and processes are similar
§ Each has its own logical control flow
§ Each can run concurrently with others (possibly on different
cores)
§ Each is context switched

¢

How threads and processes are different
§ Threads share all code and data (except local stacks)
§

Processes (typically) do not

§ Threads incur somewhat less overhead than processes
Process control (creating and reaping) ~twice as expensive as
thread control
§ Rough Linux numbers:
– ~20K cycles to create and reap a process
– ~10K cycles (or less) to create and reap a thread
§
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POSIX Threads (pthreads) Library
¢

pthreads: Standard interface for ~60 functions that
manipulate threads in C programs
§ Creating and reaping threads
pthread_create()
§ pthread_join()
§

§ Determining your thread ID
§

pthread_self()

§ Terminating threads
§

pthread_cancel()

pthread_exit()
§ exit() [terminates all threads]
§ return [in thread entry point function, terminates current thread]
§

§ Synchronizing access to shared variables (more later…)
pthread_mutex_init()
§ pthread_mutex_[un]lock()
§
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POSIX Threads (pthreads) Library
¢

pthreads: Standard interface for ~60 functions that
manipulate threads in C programs
§ Creating and reaping threads
pthread_create()
§ pthread_join()
use
pthreads:
§

To
§ Determining your thread ID
#include
<pthread.h>
§ pthread_self()
cc§ Terminating
–o foothreads
foo.c -lpthread
§

pthread_cancel()

pthread_exit()
§ exit() [terminates all threads]
§ return [in thread entry point function, terminates current thread]
§

§ Synchronizing access to shared variables (more later…)
pthread_mutex_init()
§ pthread_mutex_[un]lock()
§
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Creating a pthread: pthread_create()
¢

¢

int pthread_create(pthread_t* threadid,
const pthread_attr_t* attr,
void* (*thread_func)(void*),
void* thread_arg);
Returns 0 on success and positive error code on failure
§ Note difference vs. system calls (negative value on error; errno)

¢

pthread_create() starts new thread:
§ Invokes thread_func(thread_arg) in new thread
§ New thread ends when thread_func() returns

¢

Unlike fork(), pthread_create() only returns once, to
its caller; new thread runs entirely new function
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Exiting a pthread: pthread_exit() (or
return)
¢

¢

For processes, exit() returns an integer status that only
parent can wait for
For pthreads, pthread_exit(void *value) returns
pointer, for which any sibling thread in same process can
wait
§ Since address spaces shared for threads, sharing (returning) a

pointer on exit is possible, unlike for processes…
§ Take care in choosing what pointer to return—shouldn’t point to
exiting thread’s stack, e.g., as that’s deallocated when thread exits!
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Waiting for a pthread: pthread_join()
¢

Calling pthread_join(pthread_t thread, void
**status) waits for thread to complete
§ Status of completed thread returned in *status, as for waitpid()
for processes (though status of type pointer for pthreads)

§ Always blocks waiting for thread to complete
¢

¢

¢

¢

Can wait for any sibling thread in same process with
pthread_join() (unlike for waitpid(), where only parent
process can wait for a child process)
Can only wait for one specific thread; no equivalent to
waitpid(0, …) or waitpid(-pgid, …)
Should always call pthread_join() for every thread started;
unreaped dead threads accumulate as zombie threads
Exception: can call pthread_detach() from a running thread,
which will cause thread to vanish on exit (no need to _join()
in other thread)
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Thread IDs vs. Process IDs
¢
¢

pid_t getpid() returns caller’s PID; pid_t always int
pthread_t pthread_self() returns caller’s thread ID,
but pthread_t not necessarily same type as int
§ Linux: pthread_t is unsigned long
§ Mac OS: pthread_t is a pointer type

¢

¢

Unsafe to print pthread_t values or even compare with
==
Use pthread_equal(t1, t2) to check equality on
thread IDs
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The Pthreads "hello, world"
Program
/*
* hello.c - Pthreads "hello, world" program
*/
#include "csapp.h"
void *thread(void *vargp);
int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
pthread_t tid;
Pthread_create(&tid, NULL, thread, NULL);
Pthread_join(tid, NULL);
return 0;
}
hello.c

void *thread(void *vargp) /* thread routine */
{
printf("Hello, world!\n");
return NULL;
}

hello.c
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The Pthreads "hello, world"
Program
/*
* hello.c - Pthreads "hello, world" program
*/
Thread ID
#include "csapp.h"
void *thread(void *vargp);
int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
pthread_t tid;
Pthread_create(&tid, NULL, thread, NULL);
Pthread_join(tid, NULL);
return 0;
}
hello.c

void *thread(void *vargp) /* thread routine */
{
printf("Hello, world!\n");
return NULL;
}

hello.c
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The Pthreads "hello, world"
Program
/*
* hello.c - Pthreads "hello, world" program
*/
Thread ID
#include "csapp.h"
void *thread(void *vargp);

Thread attributes
(usually NULL)

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
pthread_t tid;
Pthread_create(&tid, NULL, thread, NULL);
Pthread_join(tid, NULL);
return 0;
}
hello.c

void *thread(void *vargp) /* thread routine */
{
printf("Hello, world!\n");
return NULL;
}

hello.c
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The Pthreads "hello, world"
Program
/*
* hello.c - Pthreads "hello, world" program
*/
Thread ID
#include "csapp.h"
void *thread(void *vargp);

Thread attributes
(usually NULL)

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
pthread_t tid;
Pthread_create(&tid, NULL, thread, NULL);
Pthread_join(tid, NULL);
return 0;
}
hello.c

void *thread(void *vargp) /* thread routine */
{
printf("Hello, world!\n");
return NULL;
}

Thread routine

hello.c
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The Pthreads "hello, world"
Program
/*
* hello.c - Pthreads "hello, world" program
*/
Thread ID
#include "csapp.h"
void *thread(void *vargp);

Thread attributes
(usually NULL)

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
pthread_t tid;
Pthread_create(&tid, NULL, thread, NULL);
Pthread_join(tid, NULL);
return 0;
}
hello.c

void *thread(void *vargp) /* thread routine */
{
printf("Hello, world!\n");
return NULL;
}

Thread routine
Thread arguments
(void *p)

hello.c
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The Pthreads "hello, world"
Program
/*
* hello.c - Pthreads "hello, world" program
*/
Thread ID
#include "csapp.h"
void *thread(void *vargp);

Thread attributes
(usually NULL)

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
pthread_t tid;
Pthread_create(&tid, NULL, thread, NULL);
Pthread_join(tid, NULL);
return 0;
}
hello.c

void *thread(void *vargp) /* thread routine */
{
printf("Hello, world!\n");
return NULL;
}

Thread routine
Thread arguments
(void *p)
Return value
(void **p)

hello.c
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Peer thread
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Pthread_create()
returns

Peer thread
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Pthread_create()
returns
call Pthread_join()

Peer thread
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Pthread_create()
returns
call Pthread_join()

Peer thread

Main thread waits for
peer thread to terminate
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Pthread_create()
returns
call Pthread_join()
Main thread waits for
peer thread to terminate

Peer thread
printf()
return NULL;
Peer thread
terminates
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Pthread_create()
returns
call Pthread_join()
Main thread waits for
peer thread to terminate

Peer thread
printf()
return NULL;
Peer thread
terminates

Pthread_join()
returns
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Execution of Threaded “hello,
world”
Main thread
call Pthread_create()
Pthread_create()
returns
call Pthread_join()
Main thread waits for
peer thread to terminate

Peer thread
printf()
return NULL;
Peer thread
terminates

Pthread_join()
returns
exit()
Terminates
main thread and
any peer threads
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An Unsynchronized (Broken) MultiThreaded Counter (I)
#include <pthread.h>
#include <stdio.h>
int main() {
pthread_t th[4];
unsigned n = 0;
for (int i = 0; i != 4; ++i) {
pthread_create(&th[i], NULL, threadfunc, (void*) &n);
}
for (int i = 0; i != 4; ++i) {
pthread_join(th[i], NULL);
}
printf("%u\n", n);
}

¢

Launch 4 threads, each running threadfunc()…
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An Unsynchronized (Broken) MultiThreaded Counter (II)
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
// ... OR IS IT?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!
unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
*x += 1;
}
return 0;
}

¢

¢

Suppose the programmer expects the final value of *x (n
in main()) to be 40000000 (4 threads, each incrementing
the same integer in memory 10000000 times)
Let’s run it…
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An Unsynchronized (Broken) MultiThreaded Counter (III)
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
// ... OR IS IT?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!
unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
*x += 1;
}
return 0;
}

¢
¢

¢

Result: usually 40000000; sometimes 30000000!
Optimizer crunches loop down to equivalent of:
§ *x += 10000000;
But we want every increment to run, to explore memory system
behavior…
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An Unsynchronized (Broken) MultiThreaded Counter (IV)
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
// ... OR IS IT?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!
volatile unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
*x += 1;
}
return 0;
}

¢

¢

Recall volatile: directs compiler to place result of each
operation in memory
Let’s try this version…
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An Unsynchronized (Broken) MultiThreaded Counter (V)
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
// ... OR IS IT?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!
volatile unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
*x += 1;
}
return 0;
}

¢

Result: chaos
§
§
§
§
§
§

10984206
11445180
11870526
11610938
12087655
…
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An Unsynchronized (Broken) MultiThreaded Counter (V)
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
// ... OR IS IT?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!
volatile unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
*x += 1;
}
return 0;
}

Nearly ¾ of the increments not happening;
Different result each time!

¢

Result: chaos
§
§
§
§
§
§

10984206
11445180
11870526
11610938
12087655
…
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Undefined Behavior Rears Its Head
¢

¢

The C11 specification requires access to memory shared
among threads be synchronized; if not, undefined behavior:
“Unsynchronized concurrent access to memory by at
least two threads, where at least one of the accesses is
a write, causes undefined behavior.”
C doesn’t synchronize memory accesses by default; doing so
reduces performance
§ Usual C approach: avoid defaulting to include extra instructions that
may render code more robust against programmer error, but slow
execution

¢

¢

Of course, many of the accesses in our loop of increments
are writes
So the behavior of these variants of incr is correct—i.e., it
is consistent with the C11 spec!
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Memory Semantics Under
Concurrency on x86-64
¢

Modern multi-core CPUs tend to follow weak memory
models: concurrent memory accesses by distinct cores may
produce unintuitive results
§ Why: each core may have an independent cache, and coordinating
caches’ contents slows down cache accesses, so CPU doesn’t always
coordinate caches’ contents by default

¢

Consider two x86-64 cores concurrently executing
incq (%rax) where the target memory location initially
contains 0
§ Under a strong memory model, the two instructions will each
execute independently, without overlapping, and in full: result 2
§ We call such execution of each instruction atomic: as though it
happened in a single, indivisible step, with no partial results visible to
any CPU (core)
§ On x86-64, though, may yield result 1!
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Memory Semantics Under
Concurrency on x86-64
¢

Modern multi-core CPUs tend to follow weak memory
models: concurrent memory accesses by distinct cores may
produce unintuitive results
§ Why: each core may have an independent cache, and coordinating
caches’ contents slows down cache accesses, so CPU doesn’t always
coordinate caches’ contents by default

Consider two x86-64 cores concurrently executing
incq (%rax) where the target memory location initially
contains 0
What
exactly
it model,
meanthe
fortwo
a CPU
to follow
a
§ Under
a strongdoes
memory
instructions
will each
weak
memory
model?
execute
independently,
without overlapping, and in full: result 2
§ We definition
call such execution
atomic:
though
Exact
is part of
of each
CPUinstruction
spec; varies
fromasCPU
to itCPU
happened in a single, indivisible step, with no partial results visible to
Weany
willCPU
discuss
(core)weak memory on x86-64

¢

§ On x86-64, though, may yield result 1!
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Weak Memory on Multi-Core x86-64
Core 1

Core 2

¢

¢

L1

L1

¢

¢

Each x86-64 core has fully
separate, local L1 data cache
Suppose each of two cores
executes incq (%rax)
concurrently
Initially, (%rax) in main
memory == 0, L1 caches
empty
incq (%rax) requires
multiple steps:
§ bring value into L1 cache from
main memory
§ read and update value in L1
cache
§ (at some point) write dirty L1
cache line back to main
memory

¢

How will these steps be
ordered?
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Weak Memory on Multi-Core x86-64
Core 1

Core 2

¢

¢

L1

C1/1: load (%rax)
into cache
C1/2: update
C1/3: write back

L1

C2/1: load (%rax)
into cache
C2/2: update
C2/3: write back

¢

¢

Each x86-64 core has fully
separate, local L1 data cache
Suppose each of two cores
executes incq (%rax)
concurrently
Initially, (%rax) in main
memory == 0, L1 caches
empty
incq (%rax) requires
multiple steps:
§ bring value into L1 cache from
main memory
§ read and update value in L1
cache
§ (at some point) write dirty L1
cache line back to main
memory

¢

How will these steps be
ordered?
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Weak Memory on Multi-Core x86-64
Core 1

Core 2

¢

¢

L1

C1/1: load (%rax)
into cache
C1/2: update
C1/3: write back

L1

C2/1: load (%rax)
into cache
C2/2: update
C2/3: write back

¢

¢

Each x86-64 core has fully
separate, local L1 data cache
Suppose each of two cores
executes incq (%rax)
concurrently
Initially, (%rax) in main
memory == 0, L1 caches
empty
incq (%rax) requires
multiple steps:
§ bring value into L1 cache from
main memory
§ read and update value in L1
cache
§ (at some point) write dirty L1
cache line back to main
memory

One possible ordering:
C1/1, C1/2, C1/3, C2/1, C2/2, C2/3
Result: 2 in (%rax)

¢

How will these steps be
ordered?
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Weak Memory on Multi-Core x86-64
Core 1

Core 2

¢

¢

L1

C1/1: load (%rax)
into cache
C1/2: update
C1/3: write back

L1

C2/1: load (%rax)
into cache
C2/2: update
C2/3: write back

¢

¢

main memory
§ read and update value in L1
cache
§ (at some point) write dirty L1
cache line back to main
memory

One possible ordering:
C1/1, C1/2, C1/3, C2/1, C2/2, C2/3
Result: 2 in (%rax)
Another possible ordering:
C1/1, C1/2, C2/1, C2/2, C1/3, C2/3
Result: 1 in (%rax)

Each x86-64 core has fully
separate, local L1 data cache
Suppose each of two cores
executes incq (%rax)
concurrently
Initially, (%rax) in main
memory == 0, L1 caches
empty
incq (%rax) requires
multiple steps:
§ bring value into L1 cache from

¢

How will these steps be
ordered?
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Weak Memory on Multi-Core x86-64
Each x86-64 core has fully
separate, local L1 data cache
Core 1
Core 2
¢ Suppose each of two cores
executes incq (%rax)
concurrently
¢ Initially, (%rax) in main
L1
L1
memory == 0, L1 caches
C1/1: load (%rax)
C2/1: load (%rax)
empty
Race
into
cachecondition in
intothis
cachex86-64 code:
¢ incq (%rax) requires
C1/2:
update
C2/2:
update
Different event schedules yield different
multipleresults!
steps:
C1/3: write back
C2/3: write back
§ bring value into L1 cache from
¢

main memory
§ read and update value in L1
cache
§ (at some point) write dirty L1
cache line back to main
memory

One possible ordering:
C1/1, C1/2, C1/3, C2/1, C2/2, C2/3
Result: 2 in (%rax)
Another possible ordering:
C1/1, C1/2, C2/1, C2/2, C1/3, C2/3
Result: 1 in (%rax)

¢

How will these steps be
ordered?
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Weak Memory vs. UB
¢

x86-64 weak memory semantics are defined (if complex):
§ For every set of x86-64 instructions that access memory

concurrently, Intel reference manual specifies what results may be

¢
¢

¢

UB (way) less specific: “anything can happen”
UB isn’t part of x86-64 hardware spec; it’s part of spec of
abstract machine the C language runs on
UB is generalization that C spec uses to avoid modeling
details of complex behavior of underlying hardware that
may vary from vendor to vendor (e.g., ARM and x86-64
have different weak memory semantics…)
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§ C11-Standard Atomic Increment
§ Mutual Exclusion with Spinlocks
§ Mutual Exclusion with Blocking Mutexes (pthread_mutex)

¢

More Complex Synchronization:
A Multi-Threaded Bounded Buffer Producer-Consumer
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C11 Standard Atomics
¢

¢

¢

Since C11, C language allows programmer to request
synchronization of memory accesses across threads
e.g., in our C increment example, can declare x as
_Atomic unsigned *x;
Using these C11 “Atomics”:
§ #include <stdatomic.h>
§ Initialize with
§
§
§
§

_Atomic TYPE var = ATOMIC_VAR_INIT(constant); or
atomic_init(&var, value);
Read with atomic_load(&var);
Write with atomic_store(&var, value);
Atomically add (like +=) with
atomic_fetch_add(&var, value); returns old value of var
(from before add)
Also atomic_fetch_sub(), _and(), _or(), _xor() for -=, &=,
|=, ^=
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C11 Standard Atomics
¢

¢

¢

Since C11, C language allows programmer to request
synchronization of memory accesses across threads
e.g., in our C increment example, can declare x as
_Atomic unsigned *x;
Using these C11 “Atomics”:

§ #include <stdatomic.h>
Compiler
responsible for producing assembly code
§ Initialize with

that_Atomic
synchronizes
memory
accesses made with these
TYPE var
= ATOMIC_VAR_INIT(constant);
or
atomic_init(&var, value);
Atomics
§ Read with atomic_load(&var);
§ Write with atomic_store(&var, value);
§ Atomically add (like +=) with

atomic_fetch_add(&var, value); returns old value of var
(from before add)
§ Also atomic_fetch_sub(), _and(), _or(), _xor() for -=, &=,
|=, ^=
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Increment with C11 _Atomic
#include <pthread.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdatomic.h>
int main() {
pthread_t th[4];
_Atomic unsigned n = ATOMIC_VAR_INIT(0);
for (int i = 0; i != 4; ++i) {
pthread_create(&th[i], NULL, threadfunc, (void*) &n);
}
for (int i = 0; i != 4; ++i) {
pthread_join(th[i], NULL);
}
printf("%u\n", n);
}

¢

Ensure original variable n allocated with C11 Atomic
declarations…
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Increment with C11 _Atomic (II)

void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
_Atomic unsigned* x = (_Atomic unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
atomic_fetch_add(x, 1);
}
return 0;
}

¢
¢

Add C11 Atomic declarations to thread routine
Let’s run it…
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Increment with C11 _Atomic (III)

void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
// This is a correct way to increment a shared variable!
_Atomic unsigned* x = (_Atomic unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
atomic_fetch_add(x, 1);
}
return 0;
}

¢
¢
¢

Add C11 Atomic declarations to thread routine
Let’s run it…
Result: 40000000! !
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Compiling _Atomic on x86-64
¢

¢

Correct result, but visibly slower (we told you
synchronization incurs a performance cost!)
What did the compiler do differently?
§ prefix incl with lock
§ lock modifies following instruction to be an atomic instruction;
processor forced to use strong memory semantics for that one
instruction, and execute all steps for that instruction atomically

¢

Why slower?
§ lock prefix forces CPU to coordinate cache contents across cores;
involves mutual exclusion (no two cores can execute lock incl
instructions concurrently)

¢

Is there an approach to synchronization in C that’s more
general than this very limited set of _Atomic operations?
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The Lock Abstraction
¢

Often when synchronizing access to shared data by threads,
mutual exclusion for code regions is desired:
§ If each thread includes region(s) of code that manipulate shared data,
only one thread may be in such a region at once
§ Such code regions termed critical sections

¢

Simple primitive for enforcing mutual exclusion: a lock
§ State for a lock is allocated in memory (often an integer)
§ Two operations: lock() and unlock()
§ Two possible states: locked and unlocked; initialized to unlocked
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The Lock Abstraction
¢

Often when synchronizing access to shared data by threads,
mutual exclusion for code regions is desired:
§ If each thread includes region(s) of code that manipulate shared data,
only one thread may be in such a region at once
§ Such code regions termed critical sections

¢

Simple primitive for enforcing mutual exclusion: a lock
§ State for a lock is allocated in memory (often an integer)
§ Two operations: lock() and unlock()
§ Two possible states: locked and unlocked; initialized to unlocked

void lock(lock_type* l) {
// All below executes in
// one atomic step
while (l in locked state) {
/* do nothing */
}
*l = locked;
}
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The Lock Abstraction
¢

Often when synchronizing access to shared data by threads,
mutual exclusion for code regions is desired:
§ If each thread includes region(s) of code that manipulate shared data,
only one thread may be in such a region at once
§ Such code regions termed critical sections

¢

Simple primitive for enforcing mutual exclusion: a lock
§ State for a lock is allocated in memory (often an integer)
§ Two operations: lock() and unlock()
§ Two possible states: locked and unlocked; initialized to unlocked

void lock(lock_type* l) {
// All below executes in
// one atomic step
while (l in locked state) {
/* do nothing */
}
*l = locked;
}

void unlock(lock_type* l) {
assert (l in locked state);
*l = unlocked;
}
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The Lock Abstraction
Often provide
when synchronizing
access toifshared
data by
threads,
Locks
mutual exclusion
used such
that:
mutual
code by
regions
is on
desired:
- every
entryexclusion
to a region isfor
guarded
lock()
a shared lock

¢

§ If each thread includes region(s) of code that manipulate shared data,
- region’s body doesn’t change status of shared lock
only one thread may be in such a region at once
- every exit from the region is guarded by unlock() on the shared lock
§ Such code regions termed critical sections
¢

Simple primitive for enforcing mutual exclusion: a lock
§ State for a lock is allocated in memory (often an integer)
§ Two operations: lock() and unlock()
§ Two possible states: locked and unlocked; initialized to unlocked

void lock(lock_type* l) {
// All below executes in
// one atomic step
while (l in locked state) {
/* do nothing */
}
*l = locked;
}

void unlock(lock_type* l) {
assert (l in locked state);
*l = unlocked;
}
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General-Purpose Spinlocks
Implemented with C _Atomics
atomic_flag lock = ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT;
void spin_lock(atomic_flag* l) {
while (atomic_flag_test_and_set(l)) {
}
}
void spin_unlock(atomic_flag* l) {
atomic_flag_clear(l);
}
¢
¢

// “*l = 0;”

ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT initializes lock to zero
atomic_flag_test_and_set() does as follows:
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General-Purpose Spinlocks
Implemented with C _Atomics
atomic_flag lock = ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT;
void spin_lock(atomic_flag* l) {
while (atomic_flag_test_and_set(l)) {
}
}
void spin_unlock(atomic_flag* l) {
atomic_flag_clear(l);
}
¢
¢

// “*l = 0;”

ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT initializes lock to zero
atomic_flag_test_and_set() does as follows:

int atomic_flag_test_and_set(atomic_flag* l) {
// The next two lines execute in ONE ATOMIC STEP:
int old_value = l->value;
l->value = 1;
return old_value;
}
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General-Purpose Spinlocks (II)
atomic_flag lock = ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT;
void spin_lock(atomic_flag* l) {
while (atomic_flag_test_and_set(l)) {
}
}
void spin_unlock(atomic_flag* l) {
atomic_flag_clear(l);
}
¢

¢

¢

// “*l = 0;”

spin_lock() spins the CPU trying to take lock until lock
takes on value zero—i.e., until lock reaches unlocked state
Note that atomic_flag_test_and_set() atomically sets the
value of the lock to one (“re-locking” it) while retrieving its value
Thus even when multiple threads call spin_lock()
concurrently, only one will exit the while loop holding the lock
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Increment with Spinlock
atomic_flag spinlock = ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT;
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
spin_lock(&spinlock);
*x += 1;
spin_unlock(&spinlock);
}
return 0;
}

¢

¢

¢

Note that *x not of _Atomic type, nor modified with special
atomic_XXX() operations; just standard C +=
Spinlock implemented using synchronized _Atomic memory
accesses: provides mutual exclusion on guarded region
Let’s try it…
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Increment with Spinlock (II)
atomic_flag spinlock = ATOMIC_FLAG_INIT;
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
spin_lock(&spinlock);
*x += 1;
spin_unlock(&spinlock);
}
return 0;
}

¢
¢
¢
¢

40000000 !
Leverages C11 Atomics to build general mutual exclusion
Lots of wasted CPU from spinning, though
Can we achieve mutual exclusion without spinning the
CPU?
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Mutual Exclusion with
Blocking Mutexes
¢

What if instead of spinning the CPU when a lock is locked,
the thread asking for the lock were put to sleep?
§ Block thread until lock available; put on queue of threads waiting for
lock; when lock available, wake one waiting thread and give it lock

¢

¢

This construct is called a mutex; pthreads provide it as a
synchronization primitive
How can we apply a pthreads mutex to our increment
example?
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Increment with pthreads mutex
pthread_mutex_t mutex;
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
…
pthread_mutex_init(&mutex, NULL); // NULL attributes
…
}
void* threadfunc(void* arg) {
unsigned* x = (unsigned*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 10000000; ++i) {
pthread_mutex_lock(&mutex);
*x += 1;
pthread_mutex_unlock(&mutex);
}
return 0;
}

¢

Let’s try it…
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Outline
¢
¢
¢

¢

¢

¢

Threads: Concepts and Definitions
pthreads: Threads in C on UNIX/Linux
Race Conditions under Threaded Concurrency:
An Unsynchronized (Broken) Multi-Threaded Counter
Concurrent Memory Access Behavior on Multi-Processor
(Multi-Core) Systems
Correct Multi-Threaded Counter with Varied Flavors of
Synchronization
More Complex Synchronization:
A Multi-Threaded Bounded Buffer Producer-Consumer
§ Unsynchronized (Broken)
§ Mutex-synchronized (Correct)
§ Condition variable-synchronized (Correct)
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More Sophisticated Sharing:
Producer-Consumer via Bounded Buffer
¢

¢

¢

Common idiom: one thread produces data, other thread(s)
further process (“consume”) those data
Producers write; consumers read; calls for some form of
synchronization among them, as data shared
Typical implementation: bounded buffer
§ Shared buffer of finite length N bytes
§ Keep pointer to where producer should next write in buffer (just after
§
§
§
§
§

end of last write)
Derive pointer to where consumer should next read from buffer (where
next to write – length of buffered data)
When reach end of buffer (producer or consumer), “wrap” to start (i.e.,
view buffer index as % N)
Don’t let producer write past end of buffer when full
Don’t let consumer read when buffer empty
Each byte written by producer should be received once by one
consumer, in contiguous “chunks,” in order written, without repetition
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Bounded Buffer Producer-Consumer
in pthreads
#define BBUFFER_SIZE 128
typedef struct {
char buf[BBUFFER_SIZE];
size_t pos;
// index where next to read
size_t len;
// number of bytes stored in buf
int write_closed; // whether producer done
} bbuffer;
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
bbuffer* bb = bbuffer_new();
pthread_t reader, writer;
pthread_create(&reader, NULL, reader_threadfunc, (void*) bb);
pthread_create(&writer, NULL, writer_threadfunc, (void*) bb);
pthread_join(reader, NULL);
pthread_join(writer, NULL);
}

¢

Initialization: bb->{pos = len = write_closed = 0}
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Bounded Buffer Consumer in
pthreads (II)
void* reader_threadfunc(void* arg) {
// Read from buffer until closed and write to stdout.
bbuffer* bb = (bbuffer*) arg;
char buf[BUFSIZ];
ssize_t nread;
while ((nread = bbuffer_read(bb, buf, sizeof(buf))) != 0) {
if (nread > -1) {
fwrite(buf, 1, nread, stdout);
}
}
return 0;
}
¢

¢

bbuffer_read() returns 0 when writer done; returns -1
when buffer empty but writer not yet done
Don’t only want mutual exclusion: also want coordination—
don’t want reader thread to spin reading from empty buffer
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Bounded Buffer Consumer in
pthreads, Unsynchronized (III)
ssize_t bbuffer_read(bbuffer* bb, char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
while (pos < sz && bb->len > 0) {
size_t ncopy = sz - pos;
if (ncopy > sizeof(bb->buf) - bb->pos) {
ncopy = sizeof(bb->buf) - bb->pos; // only to bb end
}
if (ncopy > bb->len) {
ncopy = bb->len;
// only what’s available in bb
}
memcpy(&buf[pos], &bb->buf[bb->pos], ncopy);
bb->pos = (bb->pos + ncopy) % sizeof(bb->buf); // wrap
bb->len -= ncopy; // subtract delivered bytes
pos += ncopy;
// advance in consumer’s buffer
}
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0 && !bb->write_closed) {
return -1; // try again; exhausted buffered data
} else {
return pos; // number of bytes delivered to consumer
}
}
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Bounded Buffer Producer in
pthreads (IV)
void* writer_threadfunc(void* arg) {
// Write `Hello world!\n` to the buffer a million times.
// Result should have 13000000 characters.
const char message[] = "Hello world!\n";
const size_t message_len = strlen(message);
bbuffer* bb = (bbuffer*) arg;
for (int i = 0; i != 1000000; ++i) {
size_t pos = 0;
while (pos < message_len) {
ssize_t nwritten = bbuffer_write(bb,
&message[pos], message_len - pos);
if (nwritten > -1) {
pos += nwritten;
}
}
}
bbuffer_shutdown_write(bb); // indicate no more writes
return 0;
}
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Bounded Buffer Producer in
pthreads, Unsynchronized (V)
ssize_t bbuffer_write(bbuffer* bb, const char* buf, size_t sz) {
assert(!bb->write_closed);
size_t pos = 0;
while (pos < sz && bb->len < sizeof(bb->buf)) {
size_t bb_index = (bb->pos + bb->len) % sizeof(bb->buf);
size_t ncopy = sz - pos;
if (ncopy > sizeof(bb->buf) - bb_index) {
ncopy = sizeof(bb->buf) - bb_index; // only to bb end
}
if (ncopy > sizeof(bb->buf) - bb->len) {
ncopy = sizeof(bb->buf) - bb->len; // only ‘til full
}
memcpy(&bb->buf[bb_index], &buf[pos], ncopy);
bb->len += ncopy;
pos += ncopy;
}
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0) {
return -1; // try again; no space in buffer
} else {
return pos; // return number of bytes transferred in
}
}
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Bounded Buffer Producer in
pthreads, Unsynchronized (V)
ssize_t bbuffer_write(bbuffer* bb, const char* buf, size_t sz) {
Let’s
try it…
assert(!bb->write_closed);
size_t pos = 0;
Expect
UB carnage; no synchronization code!
while (pos < sz && bb->len < sizeof(bb->buf)) {
size_t
bb_index
= (bb->pos
+ bb->len)
(What will
happen
if producer
scheduled
in middle%ofsizeof(bb->buf);
consumer reading
ncopy or
= sz
- pos; What about concurrent
out bytessize_t
from buffer,
vice-versa?
if (ncopy
> sizeof(bb->buf)
reads/writes
of bb->len,
bb->pos?) - bb_index) {
ncopy = sizeof(bb->buf) - bb_index; // only to bb end
}
if (ncopy > sizeof(bb->buf) - bb->len) {
ncopy = sizeof(bb->buf) - bb->len; // only ‘til full
}
memcpy(&bb->buf[bb_index], &buf[pos], ncopy);
bb->len += ncopy;
pos += ncopy;
}
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0) {
return -1; // try again; no space in buffer
} else {
return pos; // return number of bytes transferred in
}
}
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Per-Bounded-Buffer Mutex:
Initialization
#define BBUFFER_SIZE 128
typedef struct {
char buf[BBUFFER_SIZE];
size_t pos;
// index where next to read
size_t len;
// number of bytes stored in buf
int write_closed; // whether producer done
pthread_mutex_t mutex;
} bbuffer;
bbuffer* bbuffer_new(void) {
bbuffer* bb = (bbuffer*) malloc(sizeof(bbuffer));
bb->pos = 0; bb->len = 0; bb->write_closed = 0;
pthread_mutex_init(&bb->mutex, NULL);
return bb;
}

¢

Let’s render all code blocks that read or write bounded
buffer critical sections by guarding them with mutexes…
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Per-Bounded-Buffer Mutex:
Producer
ssize_t bbuffer_write(bbuffer* bb, const char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
pthread_mutex_lock(&bb->mutex);
assert(!bb->write_closed);
while (pos < sz && bb->len < sizeof(bb->buf)) {
size_t bb_index = (bb->pos + bb->len) % sizeof(bb->buf);
size_t ncopy = sz - pos;
…
memcpy(&bb->buf[bb_index], &buf[pos], ncopy);
bb->len += ncopy;
pos += ncopy;
}
pthread_mutex_unlock(&bb->mutex);
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0) {
return -1; // try again; no space in buffer
} else {
return pos; // return number of bytes transferred in
}
}
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Per-Bounded-Buffer Mutex:
Consumer
ssize_t bbuffer_read(bbuffer* bb, char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
pthread_mutex_lock(&bb->mutex);
while (pos < sz && bb->len > 0) {
size_t ncopy = sz - pos;
…
memcpy(&buf[pos], &bb->buf[bb->pos], ncopy);
bb->pos = (bb->pos + ncopy) % sizeof(bb->buf); // wrap
bb->len -= ncopy; // subtract delivered bytes
pos += ncopy;
// advance in consumer’s buffer
}
int write_closed = bb->write_closed;
pthread_mutex_unlock(&bb->mutex);
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0 && !write_closed) {
return -1; // try again; exhausted buffered data
} else {
return pos; // number of bytes delivered to consumer
}
}
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Per-Bounded-Buffer Mutex:
Consumer
ssize_t bbuffer_read(bbuffer* bb, char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
pthread_mutex_lock(&bb->mutex);
while (pos < sz && bb->len > 0) {
size_t ncopy = sz - pos;
…
Let’s try
it…
memcpy(&buf[pos], &bb->buf[bb->pos], ncopy);
bb->pos = (bb->pos + ncopy) % sizeof(bb->buf); // wrap
bb->len -= ncopy; // subtract delivered bytes
pos += ncopy;
// advance in consumer’s buffer
}
int write_closed = bb->write_closed;
pthread_mutex_unlock(&bb->mutex);
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0 && !write_closed) {
return -1; // try again; exhausted buffered data
} else {
return pos; // number of bytes delivered to consumer
}
}
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Simple Strategy for Placing
Mutexes
¢

¢

¢

¢

Ensure contiguous region containing all accesses to
read/write shared state enclosed in mutex_lock(),
mutex_unlock() pair
Statements outside region that don’t access shared state
don’t need to be protected by mutex
Must ensure all entry/exit points to region covered by
mutex_lock() and mutex_unlock() (watch out for
return in middle of function, e.g.)
This strategy yields coarse-grained mutual exclusion; may
limit parallelism (big chunks of code run one thread at a
time), but creating multiple, finer-grained critical sections
without sufficient care may sacrifice correctness
§ Not enough to consider which variables shared; must also consider

which operations must complete atomically for correct app semantics
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Bounded Buffer:
Further Room for Improvement
¢

¢

¢

¢

It’s still the case that our bb read and write routines poll;
they spin, repeatedly checking if there’s anything to read, or
space to write
Can we have these routines block—have the calling thread
sleep—when they can’t progress (nothing to read, no space
to write), and continue only when they can progress?
Don’t only want to block when lock is locked; want to specify
circumstances under which thread should be awakened, and
signal when those circumstances have arisen
pthreads provide condition variables (CVs) for this
purpose:
§
§
§
§

CV corresponds to condition threads can wait for
Waiting on CV: thread blocks until condition true
Signal operation on CV: indicates condition has become true
CV uses mutex, since condition’s status is shared state
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Condition Variables with pthreads
¢
¢

¢

pthread_cond_t: data type of pthreads CV
int pthread_cond_init(pthread_cond_t *cond,
const pthread_condattr_t *attributes)
§ Initialize CV cond
int pthread_cond_wait(pthread_cond_t *cond,
pthread_mutex_t *mutex)
§ Blocks calling thread on cond until some thread signals that cond has
become true. Caller must hold lock on mutex before calling!
§ cond_wait() atomically blocks caller and unlocks mutex
§ When cond is signaled, thread re-locks mutex and cond_wait()
returns

¢

int pthread_cond_signal(pthread_cond_t *cond)
§ Signals (wakes up) one thread waiting on cond; does nothing if no
threads waiting on cond

¢

int pthread_cond_broadcast(pthread_cond_t
*cond)
§ Signals all threads waiting on cond
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When Should Bounded Buffer
Block?
¢
¢
¢

Write: should block when buffer full
Read: should block when nothing in buffer
Let’s use one condition variable for each condition:
§ nonempty: signaled when buffer goes from empty to non-empty
§ nonfull: signaled when buffer goes from full to non-full

¢

¢

¢

Write implementation blocks on nonfull, signals
nonempty
Read implementation blocks on nonempty, signals
nonfull
Note highly reminiscent of UNIX blocking and unblocking of
processes writing to and reading from pipes!
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Bounded Buffer with
Condition Variables: Initialization
typedef struct {
char buf[BBUFFER_SIZE];
size_t pos;
// index where next to read
size_t len;
// number of bytes stored in buf
int write_closed; // whether producer done
pthread_mutex_t mutex;
pthread_cond_t nonempty;
pthread_cond_t nonfull;
} bbuffer;
bbuffer* bbuffer_new(void) {
bbuffer* bb = (bbuffer*) malloc(sizeof(bbuffer));
bb->pos = 0; bb->len = 0; bb->write_closed = 0;
pthread_mutex_init(&bb->mutex, NULL);
pthread_cond_init(&bb->nonempty, NULL);
pthread_cond_init(&bb->nonfull, NULL);
return bb;
}

¢

Keep mutex; add nonempty, nonfull
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Bounded Buffer with CVs: Producer
ssize_t bbuffer_write(bbuffer* bb, const char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
pthread_mutex_lock(&bb->mutex);
assert(!bb->write_closed);
while (pos < sz && bb->len < sizeof(bb->buf)) {
…
memcpy(&bb->buf[bb_index], &buf[pos], ncopy);
bb->len += ncopy;
pos += ncopy;
if (ncopy == 0) {
if (pos > 0) {
break;
}
pthread_cond_wait(&bb->nonfull, &bb->mutex);
}
}
pthread_mutex_unlock(&bb->mutex);
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0) {
return -1; // can no longer occur
} else {
if (pos > 0) {
pthread_cond_broadcast(&bb->nonempty);
}
return pos; // return number of bytes transferred in
}
}
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Bounded Buffer with CVs: Consumer
ssize_t bbuffer_read(bbuffer* bb, char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
pthread_mutex_lock(&bb->mutex);
while (pos < sz && bb->len > 0) {
…
memcpy(&buf[pos], &bb->buf[bb->pos], ncopy);
bb->pos = (bb->pos + ncopy) % sizeof(bb->buf); // wrap
bb->len -= ncopy; // subtract delivered bytes
pos += ncopy;
// advance in consumer’s buffer
if (ncopy == 0) {
if (bb->write_closed || pos > 0) {
break;
}
pthread_cond_wait(&bb->nonempty, &bb->mutex);
}
}
int write_closed = bb->write_closed;
pthread_mutex_unlock(&bb->mutex);
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0 && !write_closed) {
return -1; // can no longer occur
} else {
if (pos > 0) {
pthread_cond_broadcast(&bb->nonfull);
}
return pos; // number of bytes delivered to consumer
}
}
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Bounded Buffer with CVs: Consumer
ssize_t bbuffer_read(bbuffer* bb, char* buf, size_t sz) {
size_t pos = 0;
pthread_mutex_lock(&bb->mutex);
while (pos < sz && bb->len > 0) {
…
memcpy(&buf[pos], &bb->buf[bb->pos], ncopy);
bb->pos = (bb->pos + ncopy) % sizeof(bb->buf); // wrap
bb->len -= ncopy; // subtract delivered bytes
pos += ncopy;
// advance in consumer’s buffer
if (ncopy == 0) {
if (bb->write_closed || pos > 0) {
break;
}
pthread_cond_wait(&bb->nonempty, &bb->mutex);
}
}
int write_closed = bb->write_closed;
pthread_mutex_unlock(&bb->mutex);
if (pos == 0 && sz > 0 && !write_closed) {
return -1; // can no longer occur
} else {
if (pos > 0) {
pthread_cond_broadcast(&bb->nonfull);
}
return pos; // number of bytes delivered to consumer
}
}

Let’s try it…
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Basic Concurrency in C: Summary
¢

Thread provides user-level abstraction of CPU core; OS
primitive for concurrent execution
§ Multiple threads in same UNIX/Linux process share one address
space, file descriptors, kernel process state
§ Thread creation/reaping less expensive than for processes

¢

¢
¢

¢

Central challenge in multi-threaded code: correct access to
shared data under concurrency, especially on modern,
multi-core CPU hardware; avoid races!
UNIX/Linux thread support provided by pthreads library
C11 Atomics provide support for limited set of atomic
operations in CPU-independent fashion
Spinlocks, Mutexes, and Condition Variables
§ synchronization primitives that fit different concurrency scenarios
§ differ in efficiency; CVs offer targeted waking of waiting threads
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